
Electronic Radial Hand Control

1)   If your vehicle is fi�ed with an op�onal folding accelerator pedal please ensure that it is in the upright posi�on before ac�va�ng the   
 Electronic Radial Hand Control .

2)  To ac�vate your Electronic Radial Hand Control start your vehicle and toggle switch 'A'. The red LED will illuminate to confirm your   
 Electronic Radial Hand Control is now switched on.

3)  You are now required to apply the brakes of your vehicle by firmly applying pressure to the hand controls’ brake lever in the direc�on of  
 the arrow 'C'  

4)  Your Electronic Radial Hand Control is now ready for use. Before shi�ing your transmission into drive smoothly rotate the accelerator  
 knob in the direc�on of the arrow 'D' to confirm your Electronic Radial is ac�vated.

5)  The electronic radial can be deac�vated if your vehicle is used by another driver by toggling switch 'A' so that the red LED is no longer  
 illuminated.

Note: If required switch 'B' can be toggled while the Electronic Radial Hand Control is in opera�on to reduce the sensi�vity of the accelerator 
knob by 50%. This is useful when parking, driving on slippery surfaces or during �ght manoeuvres. 

IMPORTANT:  This Hand Control is �tted with a safety switch on the brake lever which prevents inadvertent acceleration whilst the brakes are applied.
If you �nd you are intermittently losing throttle input ensure that there is no pressure on the brake lever or pedal during acceleration.

Noting that a �rm press of the lever is required to activate this safety switch

PME can not be held responsible for any damages or injury caused by incorrect use of the Electronic Radial Hand Control. Please ensure your license is endorsed for use of this adap�ve device. If 
you are unsure contact your local motor authority.

It is impera�ve that during rou�ne maintenance or whenever your vehicle is operated by a driver who is not endorsed to use this adap�ve technology; that Switch A is toggled in the off posi�on 
and the folding accelerator pedal is returned to the original posi�on (if fi�ed). 

PME recommend periodic maintenance and visual inspec�on of the Electronic Radial Hand Control at 6 monthly intervals. 
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Located to the Right or Left of the steering 
wheel (depending on vehicle)
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A)  Press once to activate intermittent wipers 
 Second Press to activate low speed wipers 
 Third Press to activate high speed wipers (optional) 
 Press once more to cancel wipers. When wipers are cancelled you will hear two ‘beeps’ 
     Hold to activate windscreen washer jets.

B)  Press to activate right indicator. This will self cancel once you have completed your manoeuver.
 During lane changing manoeuvers you may need to cancel the indicator manually by pressing the button again.

C)  Short Press to �ash the high beams on your vehicle.
 Long Press to toggle your high beams on. Long press again to deavtivate.

D) Press to activate left indicator. This will self cancel once you have completed your manoeuver.
 During lane changing manoeuvers you may need to cancel the indicator manually by pressing the button again.

E) Press to activate your vehicles horn.

    

OPTIONAL MULTI FUNCTION ACCESSORY SWITCH


